How Verdazo Analytics provided
critical analysis for the Alberta Oil & Gas
royalty review
With a diverse group of interests to satisfy, stakeholders in the Alberta Oil &
Gas royalty review needed insights into the impacts of multiple C* scenarios
– and they needed it fast. Enter VERDAZO.

The Challenge
When the Alberta NDP government triggered a royalty
review after their election in 2015, multiple energy industry
stakeholders, including both the Canadian Association
of Petroleum Producers (CAPP) and individual Canadian
producers, identified the ability of Verdazo Analytics (formerly
Visage Information Solutions) to add value to the process

by providing instant analysis & feedback throughout the
iterative modeling of an evolving royalty framework. These
stakeholders recommended Verdazo Analytics to the panel
for its industry expertise, longstanding analytics leadership
and ability to deliver sophisticated analysis in very short
timeframes.

The Approach
Verdazo Analytics soon found itself embedded in the
high-profile review, working closely with CAPP staff, including
Ben Brunnen (Manager, Fiscal and Economic Policy) and
Jonathan Stringham (Advisor, Royalty and Fiscal Policy).
At the time he was drawn into the process, Verdazo Analytics
President Bertrand Groulx was already providing statistical
insight and writing about the positive and negative impacts
the C* calculation could have on companies. That head start
was critical because given the review’s timelines, it was as
important for the analytical work to be done fast as it was
to be done well.

Using an iterative modeling process that incorporated
divergent stakeholder feedback, Groulx was able to analyze
and quantify potential impacts of a variety of possible C*
calculation structures in a short period of time. The analysis
was completed on confidential cost data from CAPP members
and yielded accurate insights because it was based on
actual data. Findings and feedback were presented to panel
stakeholders using VERDAZO’s visual analytics. The simplicity
and clarity of these presentations effectively cut through the
noise and created confidence for stakeholders involved in the
process while preserving the sensitivities of confidential
cost data.

Enterprise class. User-friendly. Discovery analytics.

“The analytical depth
of Verdazo is fantastic.
Bertrand and his team
provided invaluable
statistical analyses
that led to more
constructive discussions
between industry and
government. Ultimately
with the outcome of a
more transparent and
clear royalty system
in Alberta.”

The Impact
The final analyses led to an evolved formula structure that
better reflected the variability in drilling and completion costs
across all plays in Alberta.
Perhaps just as importantly, it cultivated a sense of agreement
between industry and government that the outcomes of
the process were more fair to all parties involved. This was
in large part due to the enhanced collaborations, elevated
conversations and evidence-based insights that were enabled
by the visual analysis provided by Verdazo Analytics.

– Jonathan Stringham, Advisor,
Royalty & Fiscal Policy, CAPP

Verdazo Analytics helps companies make smarter, faster decisions. VERDAZO software reveals the hidden insights in complex data through visual analysis
tools, pre-built templates, custom reports and our dynamic discovery analytics workflows. Business users will be doing effective analysis on nearly any data source
within minutes of getting set up. Verdazo Analytics: the leader in discovery analytics software for the Oil & Gas industry. Learn more at www.verdazo.com.
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